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Asian Transnational Corporations and

Labor Rights: Vietnamese Trade

Unions in Taiwan-invested Companies Hong-zen Wang

ABSTRACT. According to the reports in the past dec-

ade, some Asian subcontractors, mainly Taiwan, Hong

Kong and Korea transnational corporations, tend to be

labor abusive in their overseas investment destinations like

China or Southeast Asia. Taking Vietnam as an example,

this paper raises questions as to why Taiwanese transna-

tional companies can control workplace unions in a trade-

union-supportive regime. Given the government’s

constraint of political rights, and the individualized

workplace unions, the function of trade unions in

Vietnam is destined to be limited. The trade unions turn

out be an arm of management, rather than representing

workers’ interests in these transnational companies. This

article also explores the influence of the newly developed

‘codes of conducts’ from Western buyers. In the survey of

three companies which are required to follow the codes

of conduct by buyers, trade unions had no more freedom

than those in companies without codes of conduct. The

paper discusses the implications of this research, offering

strategies for labor rights improvements.

KEY WORDS: codes of conduct, corporate social

responsibility, global production chains, labor rights,

Taiwan, trade union, Vietnam

Today, when one speaks of transnational corpora-

tions (TNCs) that produce in poor countries, what

comes to mind are the big brand-name TNCs of the

Western developed world such as Nike or IBM. But

Asia, as the fastest industrializing region in the world,

now has its own share of TNCs. Many of these are

Taiwanese, Korean and Hong Kong owned: i.e.,

firms from the so-called Newly Industrializing

Countries (NICs). As of the 1980s they relocated

much of their labor-intensive production off shore

to their poorer Asian neighbors, particularly China.

In the process, some of these companies have

themselves grown to become gigantic Asian TNCs.

An excellent example is Pou Chen, which manu-

factures for all of the famous brand-name athletic

footwear companies of the developed world. It

employs some 170,000 people in a number of

countries1 and makes a handsome profit every year.

Such companies occupy an important position in the

world’s production chain. While Nike’s profits fell

by 43% from 1997 to 1999, the profits of Yue Yuen,

one of the Pou Chen Group’s companies that counts

Nike as one of its big customers, increased by 24%

during the same period (Hilsenrath, 2000). Pou

Chen Group is Taiwanese owned TNC. Accom-

panying the increased overseas investment of Tai-

wanese capital is a surging interest in the labor

practices of these Taiwan companies (Chan and

Wang, 2003; Kung, 2002; Wang and Hsiao, 2002).

Taiwanese investment in Southeast Asia became

noticeable after 1986 as Taiwanese labor costs

soared. But after 1990, after the cross-strait political

tensions eased, vast amounts of Taiwanese capital

poured into China at the expense of Southeast Asian

countries, which had been the main recipients. Up

to the end of 2001, China absorbed about half of the

Taiwanese capital invested overseas, totalling

US$29.4 billion (IDIC, 2002). But the Taiwanese
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government has encouraged its business people not

to concentrate too much capital in China, as Taipei

is worried that Taiwan will become dependent on its

investments in the PRC. After the Taiwan Straits

crisis of 1996, when China fired missiles in the

vicinity of Taiwan, the Taiwanese government

actively promoted a ‘‘go-south policy,’’ encouraging

investment in Vietnam and other Southeast Asian

countries (Wang and Hsiao, 2002). Vietnam had the

added advantage that there were no quotas for

Vietnamese exports to the European Union,

whereas there were for Chinese goods. All through

the 1990s and up until today, Taiwan has been the

number one investor in Vietnam.

Since wide-ranging economic reforms were

introduced in 1986, Vietnam has achieved a steady

economic growth rate of about 8% every year since

1992. The economic reforms have affected workers’

conditions enormously. Some workers are employed

in enterprises directly administered by transnational

corporations; these developments have the potential

to bring social and economic benefits, but to date

the record is ambiguous. The Taiwanese-owned

factories are often criticized for violation of labor

rights in China (Chan, 1998) and Vietnam (Wang,

2003). According to my fieldwork information, a

factory I visited has badly violated the overtime

work provisions of Vietnam’s labor law by requiring

employees to work every day – without even a

single day off – for an entire month. What’s more,

the workers never received double pay as required

by the regulations for work carried out on holidays.

Not only that, but when the company calculates

overtime pay, it rounds off the figures to the nearest

1000 Dong less, stealing the ‘‘change’’ from each

employee’s paycheck.

Although research by some scholars has discussed

labor practices, no one has examined the role of

trade unions in the labor process, and the impact of

foreign capital on the development of trade unions.

Chan and Norlund’s research on Chinese and

Vietnamese unions touches on the issue of state,

capital and trade union relationships in foreign

capital companies. Their conclusion is that the

Vietnamese government is more supportive than the

Chinese government in protecting workers’ rights

(Chan and Norlund, 1999). This conclusion is also

supported by Chan and Wang (2003). Vietnamese

trade unions are even able to influence government

policy. This argument contradicts our common

understanding of the corporatist Vietnamese state

regime, where most mass organizations are brought

under state control, and the state’s interests can only

be represented by state sanctioned organizations

(Jeong, 1995, 1997). Chan and Norlund’s conclu-

sion cannot explain one phenomenon: if the gov-

ernment is so supportive, why has our research

found no evidence of the emergence of independent

workplace unions? Does the problem lie with the

strong capital control, or are there other reasons that

hinder the emergence of independent unions?

To date there is some good research on corporate

social responsibility by Western transnational cor-

porations, but I have not found any research work

on Asian transnational corporations and their social

responsibility records except two studies (Frenkel,

2001; Frenkel and Scott, 2003). Therefore, this

paper fills the research gap by using the empirical data

derived from my Vietnam fieldwork to understand

these Taiwanese transnational corporations’ social

responsibility records.

In order to understand the relationship between

the state, the workers and business management

practices, this article will focus solely on Vietnam

trade unions in Taiwan-owned factories. It will

argue that the present situation for Vietnamese

workers’ unions in these corporations is the result of

management and political control. The Vietnamese

government is trapped in a dilemma: to attract more

foreign capital and suppress trade union movement

like Malaysian government? Or to realize its prole-

tarian-based ideology to support an independently

functioning workplace trade union, which might

pose a risk to scare away foreign capital? This social

milieu also facilitates the control of workplace trade

unions by the management.

The empirical data to illustrate the argument is

mainly drawn from field research in Vietnam. Data

set was collected by the author between 1999 and

2002 in five separate field visits to Hanoi, Haiphong

and the Ho Chi Minh City area. In order to gain a

broad perspective on Taiwanese investors’ manage-

ment practices, people holding different positions

and perspectives were interviewed: Vietnamese

workers, trade union officials, employers associa-

tions, and NGOs; Taiwanese officials and investors;

and their PRC staff hired from China. In addition, 16

workers were interviewed in the Hanoi-Haiphong
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region and in the Ho Chi Minh City region using

a semi-structured questionnaire. The author went to

Vietnam in 2001 as members of a research group

of Taiwanese academics who interviewed 42

Taiwanese management personnel in southern

Vietnam (Ho Chi Minh City) and northern Vietnam

(Hanoi and Haiphong). The evidence comes most

directly from Taiwanese managers’ own descriptions

of their management practices in Vietnam. I have

also interviewed workers and non-workplace trade

union leaders. Their description of workplace trade

unions is exactly the same as what the managers told

me. Managers and workers are located in the two

poles of a social relation, so this relation can be

observed from either perspective, which might be

interpreted the same or differently. Here I adopt the

strategy of following the management line to

describe this relation.

Government-supported strikes?

After implementing the Doi Moi (renovation reform)

policy in 1986, the Vietnamese government has

endeavored to attract more foreign capital. By the

end of March 1999, the government had approved

2623 projects, an investment total of US$35.3 billion

(IDIC, 2000). What, then, is the Vietnamese gov-

ernment’s attitude toward trade unions? In com-

parison with labor policy in Malaysia, where those

establishing a new trade union must get permission

from the Ministry of Labor, and where the gov-

ernment does not encourage the establishment of

trade unions in foreigner-invested companies (Kung,

2002), the Vietnamese government might be con-

sidered a union-friendly regime. However, we are

more concerned about the underlying structures that

might not be evident from a first view of the

government’s labor policy.

According to Chan and Norlund, there are three

characteristics of Vietnamese unions. First, although

the Trade Unions Law rules that trade unions are

under the Vietnamese Communist Party’s (VCP)

leadership, the Party is more willing to delegate its

power to trade unions. Second, trade unions have

the right to join international trade union organi-

zations and accept donations from overseas. Third,

newly established unions are dominated by company

management, and this is regarded as a pressing

problem for the government.

These findings raise an issue. On the one hand,

the government supports the development of trade

unions, but on the other, the government is not able

to extend its influence into the foreign capital

companies. Given this, the question of how the

government reacts to labor disputes in these foreign

capital companies arises. Is the government labor

friendly, or is it always on the side of capital?

According to an International Herald Tribune

report, there were no more than 3,000 Vietnamese

workers involved in strikes in 1994. The number

rose to more than 12,000 in the first half of 1997.

Further, Vietnamese officials have openly criticized

foreign companies from Taiwan, Korea and Sin-

gapore for their labor-abusive disciplines in the

workplace. The officials trade union Vietnam

General Confederation of Labor (VGCL) also

claimed that it would act to protect worker’s

rights in these foreign companies (Senser, 1997).

This sort of action was extraordinary; it was first

time that the Vietnamese government had publicly

blamed overseas capital and investment. According

to our interviews, most Taiwanese managers were

facing strikes in their factories at that time. An

informant in Tan Thuan Export Processing Zone

(EPZ) remarked

It was a hard time for every new company here. Strikes

were like a contagious virus spreading everywhere. No

one was exempted. I don’t know why, but there must

be something wrong because all of the new companies,

including Japanese and Korean companies, had the

same problem.

Data shows that most strikes, over 70%, were in

foreign companies. Chan and Norlund report that the

government regarded this situation as serious (Chan

and Norlund, 1999, pp. 211–212). However,

Beresford, in another article, stated that the govern-

ment did not have any intention to intervene in these

disputes (Beresford, 1997, p. 192). How do we ex-

plain these two different interpretations of the state’s

action toward strikes? Our interview data shows that

both are right: the government was very concerned

about the strikes, and it also supported workers’

strikes, for any strike was a good opportunity for the

government to mediate, thereby demonstrating its
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ideological support for the workers. However, it

would not intervene in the capital-labor disputes,

because of the risk that such intervention in support

of labor would scare away foreign capital. Hence, the

control of micro-power relationships in the work-

place is left to capital.

Our data shows that strikes occurred in all of the

Taiwanese-owned companies interviewed in Tan

Thuan EPZ. The reasons for industrial disputes were

the increase of overtime pay and different kinds of

subsidies, year-end bonuses, and working hours.

These disputes were basically compensation related.

Most strikes happen in the foreign companies, and

not in the state owned enterprises (SOEs). The

implication is, therefore, that compensation in SOEs

are better. We use wages to compare labor condi-

tions in these different organizations.

The United Nations Development Program and

the Swedish International Development Agency

completed a survey of Vietnamese living standards

from 1997 to 1998, finding that the average wage

across different sectors was 23 cents per hour, but

that workers in foreign-owned businesses earned 42

cents per hour, and workers in joint ventures made

an average of 26 cents per hour. Workers in state-

owned enterprises fared better than those in joint

venture businesses, earning an average income of 27

cents per hour. In terms of per-capita consumption

expenditure, workers in foreign-owned businesses

spent twice as much as those of the average

Vietnamese households, and workers in joint ventures

were also better off, with per-capita consumption

about one quarter higher than those of an average

Vietnamese household (Glewwe, 2000: pp. 1–4).2

In a 1993 survey, wages for those with a high

school education or above in the private sector were

higher than those in the public sector (Moock et al.,

1998, p. 11). As the main requirement for a worker’s

education in Taiwan’s companies is secondary

schooling, we can reasonably say that pay rates in the

foreign companies are higher than in SOEs. The

legal minimum wage, from July 1999, is US$45 in

Ho Chi Minh City (HCM) and Hanoi; US$40 in

the adjacent provinces of the two cities and Haiphong,

Van Tau, Bien Hoa; and US$35 in other provinces.

Overtime work must be no more than four hours per

day, and no more than 300 hours in a year.

Most workers receive more than the minimum

wage. In our survey, the wages in five companies in

July 1999 were: company A, US$58, which was

made up of the basic wage, overtime pay and sub-

sidies after deducting insurance fees, income tax and

trade union fees; company B, US$40, plus overtime

pay and subsidy pay; company C, US$100 for staff,

and US$40 for floor shop workers; company D,

US$43–57 for skilled labor, and US$71 for highly

skilled labor, and US$35 plus a free daily meal for

newly recruited workers; and company E, US$42,

plus subsidies, and daily free lunch. There was also a

year-end bonus, equivalent to a month’s wages.

Most Taiwanese companies pay the legal mini-

mum wage to workers, plus some benefits. Although

the wages appear low, we should not forget that the

wages in SOEs were for the average of blue- and

white-collar workers, while the minimum wages

paid in Taiwanese companies were for blue-collar

workers alone. In addition, these Taiwanese com-

panies had been in operation for only a few years,

and most workers were not senior enough (on the

basis of years of working in the company) to earn

higher pay.

That Taiwanese companies pay more than wholly

Vietnamese-owned enterprises is confirmed by other

interviews. Take, for example, one informant who

had a joint venture with a Vietnamese company.

Before the joint venture, the Vietnamese company

paid its workers US$18. After the joint venture, the

wage was raised to US$35, almost double, to comply

with the legal minimum wage. A Taiwanese using

his Vietnamese friend’s name to run a phoney

‘Vietnamese’ company told us that the wage in this

factory is only VND$230,000, less than half of the

wage Pou Chen required to pay.

From this comparison of wage differences, we

cannot say that wages in foreign-owned companies

are lower than in Vietnamese companies. Further,

our fieldwork also suggested that Taiwanese com-

panies do not have trouble recruiting workers. The

official unemployment rate in Vietnam is 2.21%, but

the underemployment rate is as high as 25.8%

(Ministry of Labour – Invalids and Social Affairs,

1999, pp. 536 and 638). Therefore, any employment

opening will attract hundreds of applicants.

Regarding the turnover rate of workers, most Tai-

wanese companies have reported that the rate was

less than 5% (although one company in Hanoi re-

ported a turnover rate of 30%). The reasons given

for leaving are personal, for example marriage or
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living too far away from the factory. We do not have

data on the turnover rates of SOEs, but a 5% turn-

over rate is quite reasonable and stable.

An informant pointed out a key reason why most

strikes happen in foreign-owned companies: ‘‘The

Vietnamese government has an ambivalent feeling

toward foreign capital. On the one hand, it wants to

be rid of poverty, and on the other, it fears the

corruption from development. It welcomes foreign

capital, but fears the exploitation of labor.’’ Ideo-

logically, the Vietnamese government wants to show

its willingness to protect workers’ rights. Labor laws

have been enacted which cover almost every aspect

of the labor process, and all foreign companies are

required to obey the laws. The Vietnamese trade

union is also aggressive in protecting the rights of its

workers. The interviewed vice chairperson of Dong

Nai Provincial Trade Union, near Ho Chi Minh

City, told us that the union is implementing a new

policy to raise workers’ awareness. It runs a one-day

training course on the Vietnamese Labor Law that is

required for all job applicants who seek work

through its employment office. The workers we

interviewed who had taken the course appreciated

it.

But if a foreign company does not obey the rules,

what can the government do? Strikes become one of

the best instruments to embody its pro-labor policy.

If there is a strike in a foreign company, the gov-

ernment can openly intervene in the dispute, thus

showing its power to implement its labor policy.

One informant pointed directly to behind the scenes

government’s influence in these strikes.

Consequently, we suspect that the widely

reported strikes in 1997 could be simply another social

movement initiated by the government as a public

relations exercise, or, as Heng has said, that the state-

media relationship in Vietnam is in the form of

‘‘mono-organizational socialism’’ where major news

report decisions are made within the bureaucracy

(Heng, 1998). The widely-reported strikes in foreign

companies at that time should be observed from this

perspective; that is, it signals the state’s intention to

protect workers’ rights.

Although this kind of strike is used to show the

government’s ideological support for trade unions, it

does not mean that the government will intervene

further in capital-labor disputes. The government

should, perhaps, be cautious about its moves to

support strong trade unions. If it openly supports

unions in disputes with foreign-owned businesses –
violating the interests of economic development

powered by such capital – will undoubtedly scare

away investors. As another interviewee pointed out,

the police, labor office staff and party cadres were on

the scene very quickly when workers in his company

staged a strike. The stated wish of these officials was

that his company set up a trade union within three

months. However, the informant also felt that these

officials did not want to push him too far, as the

1998 Asian financial crisis had resulted in a decline of

overseas investment from Korea and Japan, and the

government was concerned about the retreat of

capital, especially capital from Taiwan. This dilemma

has occurred in all countries which want to attract

more foreign capital investment. For example in

Nicaragua, strikes in the Taiwanese-owned com-

pany Chentex tell the same story: the government

sided with the management because Chentex

threatened to cancel its investment in Nicaragua.

The Vietnamese government also faces the same

dilemma: whether to protect workers or to

encourage foreign capital.

Trade unions under state control

Although the economic growth in Vietnam has

reduced the state’s ability to control the civil society,

the prospect of any independent political organiza-

tion replacing the role of the state apparatus in

society remains distant (McCormick, 1999, pp. 174

–175). Any such independent association is seen as a

threat to the established regime, and would not be

tolerated by the state. For example, a monk was

arrested in October 2000 because he had tried to

deliver aid to people stricken by floods. The gov-

ernment punished him for taking action indepen-

dent of the state-organized effort (Economist, 2000, p.

32). The first article in Vietnam’s Trade Union Law

is ‘‘A trade union is a large political and social

organization of the working class, voluntarily

established under the leadership of the Vietnamese

Communist Party’’ (National Political Publishing

House, 1996, p. 225). So, although some non-

government organizations (NGOs) have been

formed in recent years, it is not yet evident that these

organizations conform to the definition of a civil
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society, which emphasizes independence from the

state.

The framework of Vietnam’s national trade

unions indicates their role within the political structure.

The basic unit of the trade unions is the workplace

trade union. In addition to industrial trade unions,

workers and professionals can organize occupational

trade unions. Provincial unions are the next strata. In

one area, there is only one union (which governs

lower hierarchical trade unions); in other words,

there is only one provincial trade union to represent

the interests of all workplace unions. At the next

level, the VGCL represents all provincial unions’

interests in Vietnam. This kind of organizational

hierarchy aims to control all trade unions, and is

described by some scholars as a type of state cor-

poratism (Jeong, 1997, 227–228). In 1990, the

Confederation of Vietnamese workers drafted a law

which prevents the emergence of any independent

unions, and thereby enabled the VGCL to monop-

olize representation (Jeong, 1995, p. 161).

To effectively monitor this union system, the

Party normally assigns some members to actively

participate in the trade union. The vice chairperson

of Dong Nai Provincial Trade Union said that they

always assign ‘‘directive working staffs’’ to those

newly built companies which are not willing to

establish workplace trade union to ‘‘lead the workers

to set up the trade union for themselves.’’ One

interviewee was also aware of this kind of political

intervention, and said, ‘‘Normally we don’t hire

workers recommended by the EPZ Council because

some ‘cells’ (spies) are hidden in this group. These

cells often encourage you to do something. On most

occasions I know who the cells are, and am able to

pick them out.’’

So what is the function of these cells? Jeong found

that these cells fulfill the function of connecting the

grassroots members with the leaders (Jeong, 1995, p.

152). One informant in the Hanoi area stated frankly

that there is party organization involvement in his

company, functioning as the means of transmission

for government rules. Workers in his company have

to attend meetings or ‘‘learn political lessons’’ from

time to time. Another interviewee told us that when

he broke up with his Vietnamese partner in a joint-

venture company, the partner angrily said that his

Party-assigned role in this joint-venture company had

been to monitor the activities of the company. In this

political milieu, it might still be hard for independent

trade union or free association to emerge.

Trade unions under capital control

The power of trade unions is further weakened if the

capitalist intentionally manipulates its members and

activities. As Chan and Norlund have already found,

the management probably dominates the workplace

unions.

In Taiwan, the attitude of management to trade

unions is generally hostile. In the research of

Malaysian Taiwan-invested factories, Kung found

that ‘‘no one company has a trade union in the

workplace,’’ because ‘‘they (Taiwanese bosses) don’t

allow it’’ (Kung, 2002). These findings echo those of

Chan and Norlund, and seem likely given that most

Taiwanese companies would have had no previous

experience in dealing with trade unions when they

were in Taiwan. Most new trade unions in Taiwan

were established after the lifting of martial law in

1987 and during the subsequent period of political

liberalization. Taiwanese investment in Vietnam

mostly commenced after 1992, so the Taiwanese

businesspeople involved have had no experience at

all in working with trade unions.

This being so, Taiwanese companies would be

unlikely to complain about the Trade Union Law.

No one interviewed for this research made negative

comments about the law. This may be explained by

the similarity between the Vietnamese workplace

trade unions and those in Taiwan during the martial

law period; that is, all trade unions are sham unions,

under the capitalist’s control (Wang, 2001, pp.

349–352). The degree of independence of trade

unions from management can be observed in two

situations: the process of establishing workplace trade

unions, and the work done by the trade unions.

‘‘Assistance’’ in establishing a trade union

The process of establishing a workplace union can be

exemplified by the experience of one company: a

provisional union was set up in 1998, and formalized

in 1999. The workers elected union representatives,

and then elected committee members and a chair-

person from the representatives. Up to August 1999,
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only half of the company’s workers had joined the

union. The government was not satisfied with this

figure, and asked the company to encourage more

workers to join, increasing the proportion to at least

80%. The company’s policy is: Do not encourage,

do not prohibit and do not oppose workers joining

trade unions. However, the participation rate

increased to over 90% in the year 2002, in response

to pressure from its Western buyers to follow codes

of conduct. Because it is not compulsory, not

everyone has joined the union. In addition, the

membership fee, which is set at 2% of the worker’s

monthly wage, also diminishes workers’ willingness

to join the union.

Since union membership is not compulsory, and

many workers do not want to pay the membership

fee, management can easily arrange for ‘‘their peo-

ple’’ to join the union, gain seats on committees, and

take controlling positions in the unions. An infor-

mant, who had worked in China, told us that his

experiences in controlling trade unions might easily

be transplanted into Vietnam. Before the setup of the

trade union, he ‘‘raised’’ a batch of loyal workers,

and gave them lots of benefits. Only when these

workers were well organized and were familiar with

the company’s management policies, did he call for

the establishment of a new trade union.

The management normally proposes the list of

trade union cadres for an election campaign, and

workers can choose their ideal candidates only from

this list. This handed out list is normally not chal-

lenged by workers. Therefore, the elected union

leaders are mostly the cadres of management, not the

representatives of workers. The trade union then

becomes a means for the company management to

transmit information.

Arms of management

If the establishment of a trade union is strongly

‘‘assisted’’ by the government and the management,

its independence to defend workers’ interests must

be dubious. Our fieldwork data shows that trade

unions in this socio-political context become an arm

of the company’s management. At best they help the

company to manage human resources efficiently,

and at worst, the union collaborates with the com-

pany to repress workers.

Instead of collective bargaining on behalf of its

members, or negotiating labor conditions with

management, the unions’ main tasks are transmitting

government rules, providing emergency help to its

members, collecting money for charity, arranging

better meals for festivals, visiting to sick workers, or

organizing tours. These activities are worker wel-

fare-related, and never address the power relations

between workers and management. The real power

of the trade union to protect worker’s rights is

doubtful.

If the management has the intention to control

the union by excluding potentially threatening for-

ces, the workplace trade union is totally paralyzed.

One interviewee clearly stated that, ‘‘Basically the

trade union will not be out of my control. I can

breed my own cells to monitor the deviant behavior.

If I find someone who likes to criticize the company,

well, we have a ‘‘graveyard’’3 in the company, and

s/he will be sent there and buried.’’ A Vietnamese

worker told us that he did not join a union because

the ‘‘trade union is useless, and provides me [with]

nothing’’. Why is the trade union seen as ‘‘useless’’?

Ten workers out of sixteen interviewed replied: ‘‘it

is controlled by the management, and those Viet-

namese union cadres are utilized by Taiwanese to

dominate workers.’’

In one of the companies we visited, the trade

union office was located on the same floor as the

human resources management department. The

union chairperson was an ethnic Chinese, who

showed deference to the personnel manager when

the manager accompanied us on our walk to

union. The hierarchical relationship was quite

clear.

This kind of labor control was often found in

Taiwan in the 1980s. For example, the Formosa

Plastic Company often assigned active Taipei site

union leaders to work in Kaohsiung, a city 400 km

south to Taipei. They even promoted the union

leader to avert any criticism. The actions of the

Chentex Textile Company in Nicaragua provide

another example of Taiwanese administration of a

trade union. The company fired workers who joined

the union supported by the Sandinista Workers

Confederation. Workers are assigned instead to join

the pro-company trade union, which is supported by

the Confederation of Nicaraguan Workers (Gonz-

alez, 2000).
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In an environment where management controls

the workplace union, what unions can do is to work

closely with the company. The union can help the

management to function more efficiently in two

ways: by disciplining workers, and alleviating fric-

tions between workers and on-site cadres.

In the first case, the trade union can work as a

‘‘rubber stamp’’ to dismiss inefficient workers,

especially in a piece-wage factory. Normally a

worker has to be ‘‘very efficient’’ to meet the

requirements for the minimum wage set by the

government in a piece-wage company. However,

not every one can achieve this quota. So, if the

company does not want to keep employing these

workers, the only way is to ask the trade union to lay

them off in the name of ‘‘spoiling the reputation of

workers.’’ Another kind of ‘‘inefficient’’ workers are

those who are given company jobs as a result of

contact with powerful Vietnamese bureaucrats. The

only way to get rid of these undesired workers is to

ask the union to lay them off.

If there is conflict between a worker or workers

and an on-site cadre, the dispute can be referred to

the union for arbitration. This will reduce direct

confrontation between workers and managers, and

allow production to run more smoothly. Similarly, if

there are cases of theft, for example, the charged

worker will be fired by the union, not by the

management.

The third way out of state and management

control

Chan and Norlund suggested that, with time, the

enterprise-based unions – fragmented and absorbed

by management, the Party and government – might

be replaced by grassroots occupation-based unions

(Chan and Norlund, 1999, p. 225). However, we

suspect that an alternative path to the protection of

workers rights might be Western buyers pressuring

subcontracting factories to follow appropriate codes

of conduct.

The trend to enforce codes of conduct comes

from the ‘‘anti-sweatshop’’ movement in Western

countries (O’Rourke, 2003). One famous example is

the 1996 boycott of Nike shoes by customers and

unions as a way to criticize the company’s labor

practices in Vietnamese and Indonesian subcon-

tracting factories. The Vietnamese factory, operated

by a Taiwanese company, was found to be using

physical punishment for improper worker conduct.

This is totally unacceptable by the standards of hu-

man rights.

In response to overwhelming protests from cus-

tomers and labor groups, the Western buyers started

to demand that their subcontractors strictly follow

the codes of conduct (Kolk and Tulder, 2002). To

ensure the implementation of these codes, many big

buyers hired an independent third party to monitor

the labor practices in subcontracting factories, for

example, Nike authorizes PricewaterhouseCoopers

to audit such practices. Avon requires its suppliers to

follow SA8000 social clauses, a code set by a private

organization.

Will this kind of new monitoring system improve

labor practices? According to O’Rourke and

Brown’s 1998 research on a supplier of Nike shoes,

the Korean-owned factory improved its production

environment significantly after the codes of conduct

were imposed on it, mainly in the areas of reduction

of worker exposure to toxic solvents, adhesives and

other chemicals (O’Rourke and Brown, 2000).

Basically, our findings are consistent with those of

O’Rourke and Brown. Three companies in our

study were required by their buyers to obey the

codes of conduct. On their factory walls, painted

signs spell out the codes of conduct. One of the

companies has posters in three languages: English,

Chinese and Vietnamese. Another company started

to set up its workplace trade union two years ago.

They have emergency exit practice with the local fire

brigade every half year. One manager told us that he

did not worry about labor inspections from the

government, but had to be very careful about

inspections from the auditing company. If they were

found breaching the code, orders would be cancelled.

Compared with those Taiwanese companies

aiming at the domestic market, the working envi-

ronment in these three companies is much better in

terms of light, air and production line flow. Signs in

these three companies indicate very clearly which

areas workers are not allowed to walk in, and which

areas are designed for stockpiling.

In contrast to the factories regulated by codes of

conduct, another company in Hanoi rented an

inventory house from a SOE as the factory, and its

working environment can best be described as
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‘‘awful’’. When we walked in to the factory, the

machinery noise was so loud that we could not hear

what the boss said even though we were face to face.

The toxic solvents used were put in a tank, and the

product was manually dipped in the tank to zinc-

coat it. The manager told us his future plan: to

contract out parts of the production procedures to

save costs. He had negotiated with a private Viet-

namese enterprise to assemble some parts, saving him

up to 10% of the labor costs. We cannot imagine

how the Vietnamese factory could reduce costs any

further. With this simple comparison, we can say

that the physical environments of the companies

with codes of conduct are much better than those

not subject to pressure from Western buyers.

However, the trade unions in these three com-

panies are also under management’s strict control.

Most codes state that the company shall respect the

right of workers to form and join trade unions of

their choice and to bargain collectively, and in those

situations in which the right to freedom of associa-

tion and collective bargaining are restricted under

law, facilitate parallel means of independent and free

association and bargaining for all such personnel. As

the cases of the three companies show, although

workers are entitled to organize unions, this situation

is ‘‘directed’’ by the government and management,

and is not the result of free association by the

workers. A report by China Labor Watch also points

out that this monitoring method is individualistic,

and will unitize workers and fragment their potential

collective power (Labor Rights in China, 1999). A

study by Stephen J. Frenkel also finds that the codes

encourage the investigated four plants in China to

meet the requirements, but one major exception

relates to worker representation and collective bar-

gaining. He attributes it to the unfavorable Chinese

national and local institutional contexts (2001). His

finding is consistent with those in Vietnam. In other

words, the new means to protect workers’ rights is

yet to reach its full potential in an important arena:

the trade union, which is designed to balance the

power of capital.

Conclusions and research implications

This exploratory study of Taiwanese transnational

corporations management practices and workplace

unions has provided insight into the way in which

labor rights issues are addressed, seeking the factors

constraining the formation of an independent

workplace trade union. Our data basically supports

the argument that the Vietnamese government still

observes the ideology of protection of workers’

rights, but the action by the government to publicly

denounce foreign capital and support strikes is sus-

picious. The research on Vietnam’s public media has

shown that the mass communication system is more

motivation-oriented than information-oriented.

When the government has other considerations, for

example to reduce labor costs to compete for foreign

capital, its public support of trade unions ceases. As

we have seen, the Vietnamese government does not

want to promote or support the labor movement too

much, for if the trade unions become too strong,

foreign capital might be scared away.

This government-based constraint provides room

for capital to maneuver in the workplace union. If

the government wants to keep the capital in Viet-

nam, it has to accede to capital’s demands for a stable

and cheap labor source. We have explored the ways

trade unions are controlled in these Taiwan-invested

TNCs. Given the government’s constraint of polit-

ical rights, and the individualized workplace unions,

the function of trade unions in Vietnam is destined

to be limited. The trade unions turn out be an arm

of management, rather than representing workers’

interests in these companies.

We have also explored the influence of the newly

developed ‘‘codes of conducts’’ from Western buy-

ers, which emphasize the rights to freedom of

association and collective bargaining. In the survey

of three companies which are required to follow the

codes of conduct by buyers, trade unions had no

more freedom than those in companies without

codes of conduct. It is consistent with Frenkel’s

finding in China (2001). This reveals that the codes

of conduct and auditing process have a blind spot:

determining how to measure the freedom of a trade

union, and its degree of representation for workers.

Based on this analysis, two ways are proposed to

improve the labor rights in these Asian TNCs. First,

the labor–capital relationship is traditionally influenced

by the government’s policy. However, as scholars find

that the absence of de facto supporting institutions and

norms have an effect against support for workers’

rights, it has been argued that the states from which the
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manufacturing companies come, the host states where

the products are made, and the importer states of the

developed world, can help to raise labor standards in

these Asian TNCs. As the host states, here Vietnam,

want to keep US and EU trade privileges under the

Generalized System of Preferences and gain other

governments’ support for access to WTO, pressures

from other countries will help to acknowledge the

importance of workers’ rights. Pressing the middlemen

states like Taiwan, which feel they are in precarious

circumstances in the global community, can also be

effective (Chan and Wang, 2003).

In addition to putting pressures on states, another

alternative possibility is offered by the ‘‘organiza-

tional integrity’’ approach, which proposes initiatives

to prevent labor rights violations from occurring in

the first place and to remedy uncovered problems

(Santoro, 2003). Since these TNCs are mostly sub-

contractors for Western buyers, in the global pro-

duction chains these ‘‘middleman TNCs’’ can have a

part to play in raising labor standards. Western

buyers are working hard with their Asian suppliers

and with NGOs to develop more effective moni-

toring systems and improving labor conditions.

However, a compliance-oriented business ethics

program is different from the ‘‘organizational

integrity’’ approach, in which ‘‘primary emphasis is

placed not on preventing wrongdoing but on sup-

porting responsible behavior. Ethical standards are

instilled and maintained through the organization’s

central management systems ... ’’ (Paine, 1994).

With the help of NGOs these Asian suppliers will

receive monitoring with public credibility, and de-

velop remediation programs to correct problems

uncovered through the monitoring process. Asian

TNCs employing the organization integrity ap-

proach will both enhance their image of social

responsibility and transform the labor rights pro-

grams into value creators instead of cost centers

(Santoro, 2003).

This article has identified certain labor rights vio-

lations in Asian TNCs, specifically in Taiwanese

companies in Vietnam. Two ways in which such

violations might be prevented or at least diminished

are (1) bringing pressure on the states in the produc-

tion chains and (2) employing the corporate integrity

approach. By so doing, we may create opportunities

to protect workers’ rights, and a new value niche for

all corporations in the production chains.
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Notes

1 International Textile, Leather & Garment Workers’

Federation, ‘‘Targeting Multinationals Project – Com-

pany Profile: Pou Chen Group’’ (an unpublished report,

January 2002) citing Taiwanese Economic News, July 29,

2000.
2 This survey collected responses from 15,625 people.

The 4.2% of the working population is employed by the

government, 3.4% works for state enterprises, 8% works

for wholly Vietnamese-owned enterprises, about 1%

works for joint ventures, and 0.4% works for foreign-

owned businesses.
3 This means the area with the worst working conditions

in the factory.
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